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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper L will denote a Riess space (vector lattice), that is to 
say, L is a real vector space which is at the same time a lattice such that the 
vector space structure and the lattice structure are compatible (this means 
that it,f .< g holds in L, thenf‘~ h .:< g t h for ail h E L and af .< ag for all 
real a :,? 0). The least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of,f’and ,JJ 
in L will be denoted by sup(,L ,q) and inf(,f; g), respectively: the customary 
abbreviations f' :m: sup(,f; 0) and .f’- sup(( f, 0) will be used. and the 
absolute value if’, of .f is defined by ~,/‘I .f I-.f . Elements ,f‘ 0 are 
called positive ekemwts; the set L- of all positive elements is the posiriw coue, 
and elements ,f, g satisfying inf(iJ“, I g ‘) _ 0 are said to bc tlisjoiur 
(notation: ,f 1. g). 
A familiar example is the vector $pace C([a, 61) of all real continuous 
functions on the closed interval [a, h]. To say thntf : ,$ holds in this space 
simply means that .f(x) 3: ,p(.u) for all x E [a, h], and sup(,f, ,u) and inf(,/: g) 
are the ordinary pointwise supremum and infimum. Another example is the 
space Cc(-co, co) of all real continuous functions on (----f,.. a) possessing 
a compact carrier. An example of a somewhat different nature is obtained by 
considering a measure space (.I’, ~4, p) and a number (I (0 -< q -: -/), and 
taking now the vector space L” LQ(X. ;L) of all real p-measurable functions 
f on X having the property that the integral of ;,fi’! over X is finite. In this 
example functions differing only on a set of measure zero have to be identified, 
and,f’ < g means now thatf‘(.Y) .‘l g(x) holds for ~-almost every .Y F .I’. 
Given the Riesz space L, a linear mapping 7r from L into itself is called a 
positive orthonzorphism whenever inf(,f, s) == 0 implies inf(nf. g) 1-z 0. The 
general theory of orthomorphisms has been developed in some recent 
papers [2, 41, but these papers do not contain many examples. In particular, 
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one would like to know all possible orthomorphisms in the spaces mentioned 
above. In the space C([a, h]) it is easy enough to indicate a certain class of 
positive orthomorphisms. Indeed, given a nonnegative function p(x) in 
C( [a, b]), the linear mapping rr in C([a, b]), defined by (~-f)(x) = P(X) .f(x), 
is evidently a positive orthomorphism. The question arises whether every 
positive orthomorphism in C([a, b]) is of this kind. We shall prove in the 
present paper that the answer is affirmative. It is of course not diificult to 
guess that this has something to do with the ring structure of C([a, h]). In 
some other examples, however, we shall have to step beyond the ring 
structure. In the space C,.( - co, a) for example one sees immediately that if 
/l(x) is a nonnegative continuous function on (-a, IX), not necessarily with 
a compact carrier, then pointwise multiplication by p(x) is a positike ortho- 
morphism. We shall prove that every positive orthomorphism in C,( ~ x’, a) 
is of this kind. Finally, in the example of the space Lo it is evident that 
pointwise multiplication by a nonnegative L” function is a positive ortho- 
morphism, and also for this example it will be proved that every positive 
orthomorphism is such a multiplication. 
In the proofs we shall need an interesting theorem about commutativity of 
so-called f-algebras. We explain what an jlalgebra is. The Riesz space L is 
called a Riesz algebra if there exists in L a (not necessarily commutative) 
ring multiplication with the usual algebra properties (in particular I g =~ 
f(ag) = a(fg) for real a) and such that ,f, g E Li- impliesJ;S E L+-. The Riesz 
algebra is then called an ,f-algebra if inf(,f, g) =L 0 implies inf(lTL g) - 
inf(Jh, g) m= 0 for every h t L! ; in other words, whenever left and right 
multiplication by positive elements are positive orthomorphisms. The notion 
of anJLalgebra is derived from the example that L consists of real functions 
on a point set X with the Riesz space structure defined pointwise. If in this 
case the ordinary pointwise productLq is a member of L for a1l.f and g in L, 
then I. is automatically an ,f-algebra, and L is then even a commutative 
,f-algebra. The theorem referred to above is the theorem that every 
Archimedan f-algebra is commutative (the Riesz space L is called 
Archirnedean if it follows from 0 < r!f’ :< g for II = I, 2,... thatf =--= 0). This 
commutativity result was proved first by G. Birkhoff and R. S. Pierce [3]; 
their proof is based on what they call a “metamathematical theorem,” 
namely, the theorem that the class of Riesz algebras is “equationally 
definable.” Due to this the Archimedanf-algebra L can be treated in the proof 
as if L were linearly ordered; it follows then that 
holds for all ,A g E L-t- and all natural numbers IZ. Since L is Archimedean, 
fg = gf is an immediate consequence. Several years later S. J. Bernau [l] 
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published an elementary proof for the above inequality. We present a third 
commutativity proof; a very simple proof although it cannot be called 
elementary because it depends ultimately upon some nontrivial facts about 
orthomorphisms. 
Given the Riesz space L and the non-negative number N, it is evident that 
multiplication by a is a positive orthomorphism in L. Let us call this a trivial 
orthomorpllism. It may be asked whether there exist Riesz spaces possessing 
only trivial orthomorphisms. The answer is affirmative; we shall prove that 
the Riesz space of all real continuous functionsJ’on [0, I] that are piecewise 
linear (i.e., the graph ofJ‘consists of a finite number of line segments) is an 
example. This example arose from some remarks made at a lecture given at 
the Mathematical Jnstitute of Nijmegen University. 
2. ORTHOMORPHISMS IN ARCHIMEDEAN S-ALGEBRAS 
We first collect some simple facts about Riesz spaces. The linear subspace K 
of the Riesz space L is called a Riesz subspace of L if f, g E K implies 
sup(.f, g) t K and inf(,J g) E K. The subset D of L is said to be so/id if it 
follows from .fg D and ~ g I ~ ,f / that g E D. Any solid linear subspace is 
called an i&l. Every ideal is a Riesz subspace. Any ideal I with the extra 
property that whenever a subset of I has a least upper bound in f. then that 
least upper bound is a member of I, is called a hand. Given the (nonempty) 
subset D of L. the set D” of all g E L satisfying g J-f‘for allfc D is called the 
disjoint complement of D. The disjoint complement of DC’ will be denoted by 
Dd”. It is evident from the definition that D is a subset of Ddci. Hence, since 
D, C D, obviously implies D,” 3 D,” it follows from D C D’ld that D” 3 D’7”‘J. 
On the other hand, replacing D by D” in D C Ddrl, we obtain D” C Dd”“. 
Hence D” Drldd. In other words, if B is the disjoint complement of some 
nonempty set, then B P7. We shall also need the notion of order 
denseness. The subset D of L is called order dense if D” = (0: or, equivalently, 
if Dad = L. 
Now, let r be a positive orthomorphism in the Riesz space I.. i.e., 
inf(f, g) -7 0 implies inf(rJ g) 7: 0. It follows that inf(.J g) -: 0 also implies 
inf(nf, ng) = 0, and it is easy to derive from this that 
holds for all f, g E L. The same formula with inf replaced by sup is an 
immediate consequence. Hence, the mapping n preserves finite suprema and 
infima. Any linear mapping in L preserving finite suprema and infima is 
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called a Riess homomorphism. Any positive orthomorphism is, therefore, a 
Riesz homomorphism. The converse is not true; if L = C(- 03, co) and 7~ 
is a translation, i.e., (7-r-)(x) = f(x -I- ) f a or some constant a + 0, then 7~ is 
a Riesz homomorphism, but not an orthomorphism. Since any Riesz 
homomorphism v preserves finite suprema and infima, the range R, of rr 
is a Riesz subspace of L. This holds in particular, therefore, if QT is a positive 
orthomorphism. In some cases, for example if v is pointwise multiplication 
by a strictly positive function in the space C([a, b]), the range R, is an ideal. 
There exist also examples, however, that R, is not an ideal in L. Let L be the 
Riesz space consisting of all real continuous functions ,f on [0, I] such that 
f(O) = 0 and the (right) derivativef’(0) exists as a finite number. The positive 
orthomorphism n in 15 is defined by (nf)(x) ~7 x ‘f(s). Then t.he function 
f(x) :m~: x3 is in R, and g(x) = x2 sin .1--l t L with g < ,jY But s is not a 
member of R, because otherwise we should have x sin .‘cml E L. Hence, R, 
is not an ideal. The kernel (null space) K, and the range R, of a positive 
orthomorphism n in the Archimedean Riesz space L are related by the 
formula K,, = (R,)“; the proof is not trivial but elementary. 
Any linear mapping 71 in the Riesz space L such that r = z-~ -- riT., with 7~~ 
and 7~~ positive orthomorphisms is called an orthomorphism. One of the 
fundamental results about orthomorphisms in an Archimedean Riesz space 
is that the formula K, == (R,)” continues to hold in this more general case. 
In [2] and [4], this was proved by means of the representation theory for 
Archimedean Riesz spaces. It is shown then that for any Archimedean Riesz 
space L there exists an isomorphic space L’ consisting of real continuous 
(or continuous in the extended sense that -1. CQ and ~- ‘~3 are allowed as values) 
functions on a topological space Q; an orthomorphism r in L corresponds 
with pointwise multiplication by an appropriate function I)(W) in LA. The 
space Q, although compact and Hausdorff, is extremally disconnected 
(i.e., the closure of every open set is open). Thus, if for example L is the space 
C( [0, 1 I), the corresponding space LA, although consisting again of continuous 
functions, cannot be identified with the original space L in the sense that Q 
and [0, I] can be regarded as identical, because [0, I] is not extremally 
disconnected. In this respect, therefore, the situation is different from the 
situation for the Gelfand representation, where C([O, I]) is regarded as a 
commutative Banach algebra. For this reason, although every orthomorphism 
in L* is a pointwise multiplication, we may not yet conclude that the same 
holds in L = C([O, I]). 
We prove now that if 7~~ and rr2 are orthomorphisms coinciding on an order 
dense set in the Archimedean Riesz space L, then r1 = r2. 
THEOREM 1. Let z-I and z-z be orthomorphisms in the Archimedean Riesz 
space L such that rrl and r2 coincide on the order dense set D. Then rl = ‘ITS .
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Proqf: The mapping x =- rTT1 r2 is also an orthomorphism in L. It 
follows from K, : (R,)d that K, is a disjoint complement, so (K,,)d” = K, 
by one of our earlier remarks. Since D C K, holds by hypothesis and since 
D”” = L (because D is order dense), we have 
L D’l” C (K,)“” K7 , 
so K, = L. This shows that 7~ is the null mapping, and so n1 = ‘ire . 
Assume now that ,f and g are elements in the ,fialgebra L satisfying 
inf(,l; g) =-- 0. ThenJand g arc positive elements, so right multiplication by g 
is a positive orthomorphism, i.e., inf(,f‘k, g) 7 0, so fg E (,P)“. Similarly it 
follows from inf(g, /I) : 0 for any h -.b 0 in {gjd that inf(fg, h) = 0, SO 
,fg E (g}““. Hence .fg E {g)‘” n {g)"", so,/? -~= 0. Now, let p I q in L. Then 
inf( /7 -, q ‘) :-= inf(p r, q-) -= infjp--, q ) : inf( 11 -, q-) = 0, 
sop Lq+ .~z P’-~- :E p-q L ~~~ p--q- =: 0 b y what was proved already. It follows 
that pq == 0. It has been proved thus that in an ,jLalgebra p 1.. q implies 
pq == 0. We use this in the proof of the commutativity theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Every Archimedean ,f-algebra is conmutatiue. 
Proof Given the Archimedean,f-algebra L, let p be an arbitrary element 
of L+. Multiplication on the left by 1) is a positive orthomorphism ml in L 
and multiplication on the right by /I is a positive orthomorphism n,. in L. 
For each ,f satisfying f 1 p we have pf’ :==m ,/jl r-7 0, so rr71 and ZY~ coincide on 
( p}“. Also, ?T[ j) mu= 11’ 7~~11, so T, and nr coincide for p. Now, let D be the 
subset of L consisting of p and { p]ll, Then LY : (01, so D is order dense. 
Furthermore. 7;1 and r, coincide on D. Hence, by the preceding theorem, 
we have rTT1 %,., i.e., /?f : ,li, for all ,f E L. It follows easily that multipli- 
cation is commutative. 
In the next theorem it will be proved that in an Archimedeanf-algebra with 
unit element every orthomorphism is a multiplication. 
THEOREM 3. Let L he an Archinwdean $algehra with unit element (ivith 
respect to ilmltiplicatiotl). Gicew the ortfzornorpl~ist~~ 7r in L, fhere exists an 
ekmet7t p E L, suclz that rrf == pf holds for ecery ,f‘E L. Conz~ersel)~, ecerq 
p E L gioes rise to an orthomorphism w in I, defined by rrf : pf for allJ’E L. 
The orthomorphist~z TT is positice if and only if the corresponditlg element p is 
positire. 
Proof Let e be the unit element of L. Given the orthomorphism x in L, 
let p := re. The product pfis in L for every f E L, so 7rI f = &defines a linear 
mapping Z-~ from L into’itself. Evidently, multiplication by pl- is a positive 
orthomorphism in L (by the defnition of an,f-algebra), and the same holds 
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for multiplication by p-. Hence, multiplication by p is an orthomorphism 
in L, that is to say, ~-r is an orthomorphism in L. The orthomorphisms 71 and 
nI coincide on the set {e}, consisting of e only. The set (e} is order dense in L 
(indeed, iffE {c I”, then f’ i P, so fe ~~ 0 by one of the remarks made earlier, 
i.e., ,f -= 0). It follows then from Theorem 1 that v = rI , so of ~~ pf 
for alIfE L. 
EXAMPLES. (i) Let the Riesz space L consist of real functions on a 
nonempty point set X(with the vector space structure and the order :structure 
in the usual pointwise manner), and in addition let L be an algebra with 
respect to pointwise multiplication. Furthermore, let the unit function e, 
satisfying c(x) = 1 for all x G X, be a member of L. ‘Then L is an Archimedean 
Jlalgebra with unit. Hence, the linear mappin g r in L is an orthomorphism 
if and only if there exists a function p E L such that (7$)(x) =~ p(x) .,f(x-) 
holds on X for everyfc L. This holds in particular if L is the space C(X) of 
all real continuous functions on a topological space X or the space C,(X) 
of all bounded real continuous functions on X. 
(ii) Let L be the space M(X, p) of all real and p-almost everywhere 
finite ~-measurable functions on the point set X, where p is a measure in X 
and where p-almost equal functions are identified. The orthomorphisms in L 
are the pointwise multiplications. The same holds if L is the subspace 
L’(X, p) of all bounded functions in V(X, p). 
(iii) The theorem covers the case that 1, is one of the sequence spaces 
(s), I’ or (c). We recall that (s) is the space of all real sequences and (c) is the 
space of all convergent real sequences. The theorem can also be applied if I, 
is the space of all real sequences f (,f; ,f.i ,...) witli,f, constant for II ‘x I?,) 
(with fro depending upon f). The same holds if L is the space of all real 
sequences .f’ : (,f; , J2 ,...) such that ,fn assumes only linitely many different 
values (these values depending uponf). 
(iv) Given the Hilbert space H (over the complex numbers), let 2 be 
the ordered vector space of all bounded Hermitian operators in H (if 
‘4, B ‘: J?, then A :< B whenever (AX, x) :.< (B.-c, x) for all x E h”). The space 
2 is not a Riesz space, unless in the trivial case that H is one-dimensional. 
Let 2 be a nonempty subset of X such that all members of P commute 
mutually, and let <V”(Q) be the second commutant of ~2. Then Y”(G?) is an 
Archimedean Riesz ring, and the members of %“(.Q) commute mutually 
(c.f. [6, Section 551). Furthermore, for A, B t %“(22), we have A 1 B if and 
only if AB = 8, where 19 is the null operator. It follows that V’(Q) is an 
Archimedean,~algebra. Hence, the mapping 7~ from Z”‘(D) into itself is an 
orthomorphism if and only if there exists BE ‘t”(Q) such that n(A) -y= BA 
holds for all A E V’(B). 
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The case that L is the space of all real sequences with only finitely many 
non-zero terms is not covered by Theorem 3 because the unit sequence is not 
in L. The following theorem takes care of this case and similar cases. 
THEOREM 4. Let the Riesz space L consist of real jiinctions on the point 
set X, where X is the disjoint union qf the collection of subsets (Xx: a E {T)). 
Let e, be the characteristic ,firnction of’ X,, , and let it be gicen that for each 
OL E (a) and.jbr al/f; g- t L the,fknctions c I ,.fij,, , gea and,fge, are nzen1ber.s qf L. 
Gicen the orthomorphism 7r irz L, we set p, ~- re,,for euch ~1. Then p, rwishes 
outside X, , and denoting by p the function on X equal to p, on each X, . ,+se halve 
(n-f)(x) ~: p(x) ..f(x),for allJ’E L. 
Pro@: There is no less of generality if we assume that 7~ is a positive 
orthomorphism. It follows then from inf(e, , elg) ~= 0 for 01 Ye /3 that 
inf(77e,1 , e,,) 0, so j),, ~: n-c, vanishes outside X, . Note now that f’ L e,, 
implies inf(f+, e,,) =-m inf(f-, (J,) 0, so inf(-rrfr, c,) =~ inf(nj-, e,) == 0. 
i.e., 7rf i P& . In other words. if.f’E L vanishes on X, , then nf’vanishes on X, . 
It follows that if.f; and ,I, coincide on X, , then ?fI and & conicide on Xi 
Given an arbitrary.fL; L, the functionsf’and,fk -= j&, coincide on XT. so nj’ 
and Tfn coincide on X, , i.c., 
The functions of L,. with domain restricted to X, , form an Archimedean 
S-algebra with unit e,, , so 
Combining the so obtained results, we get 
The last formula holds for all :Y E {,\} simultaneously, and so ($)(s) = 
p(x) *f(.-c) holds for all x c X. 
EXAMPLES. (v) If r is an orthomorphism in the space of all real sequences 
,j’ (II, ,j; ,...) with only finitely many nonzero terms, then there exists a 
real sequence p (p, . /I, ,...) such that (~j), ,nll,f, for all II. Conversely. 
every real sequence thus defines an orthomorphism in this space. 
(vi) If TT is an orthomorphism in the space (c,,) of all real sequences 
converging to zero, then there exists a real sequence ~7 _ = (pl ,/I~ ,...) such that 
(xf),, /I,& for all II. It is easy to see that in addition the sequence (pl. p2 ,...) 
must be bounded in order that oft (c,,) should hold for every f’E (co). 
Conversely, every bounded sequence thus defines an orthomorphism in (cc,). 
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3. ORTHOMORPHISMS IN THE SPACE OF REAL CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS ON A 
LOCALLY COMPACT HAUSDORFF SPACE 
In the present section we assume that X is a locally compact Hausdorff 
space and L is the Riesz space of all real continuous functions on X with 
compact carrier, i.e., L = C,(X). 
THEOREM 5. If 7~ is an orthornorphistn in L - C,(X), there exists a real 
col7tinuous fkwtion p(x) on X such that (of) = p(x) .f(x) holds ,fbr all 
f E L. Conversely, every real continuous p(x) on X gives rise to an ortho- 
morphisin in L. 
Proqf. (i) Given the open subset A of X with compact closure A-, there 
exists an open subset B with compact closure such that A- C B. Tndeed, 
assign to each x E A- an open neighborhood U, with compact closure. 
Then u (UZ: x E A-) is an open covering of A-, so there exists a finite 
subcovering. The union of the sets in the finite subcovering may be chosen as 
the required set B. It follows that there exists a real continuous function e,,(x) 
on X such that 0 .< e,(x) < I on X, e,,(x) = 1 for x E A and e,(x) : 0 
outside B. Note that eA is. therefore, a member of L. 
(ii) Let r be an orthomorphism in L. It is no restriction for our 
purposes to assume that VT is a positive orthomorphism. We show first that if 
.f E L and f vanishes on the open subset A of X, then vf vanishes on A. 
We may assutne thatfE L+. Given any point x,, E A, there exists a Function 
u,)(.Y) t L such that 0 :< Zig, :‘.: 1 on X, u,,(x,,) 1 and U,,(X) -7 0 outside A. 
Then inf(,f, IA,,) == 0, so inf(yfi u,,) 0, which implies that (T~)(.Y,~) = 0. 
This holds for every x,, E A, so +‘vanishes on A. 
(iii) Let (A,: N E (x)) be the collection of all open subsets of Xsuch that 
A,- is compact. The collection is directed upwards with respect to partial 
ordering by inclusion. To each 01 we assign a function e, E L satisfying 
0 -( e,(x) --.r 1 on Xand e,(x) = 1 on A, (this is possible by(i)). Furthermore, 
if 77 is the given positive orthomorphism, let 37~‘~~ -: pu: for every I\: E {a>. 
Note that for a point x,~ in A, the value p,(x,,) does not depend on the values 
assumed by e, outside A, (this follows from (ii)). Note also that p,(x) == p,;(x) 
for x {I A, n A, (by (ii) again). Hence, this common value may be denoted 
simply by p(x). Since each x E X is a point of at least one A, , the function p(x) 
is delined on the whole set X. Evidently p(x) is continuous and nonnegative 
on X. 
(iv) Let L/(X) be a nonnegative function in L, and denote the set 
(x: u(x) Y- 0) by A. It will be proved that (.TTLI)(X) = p(x) . u(x) holds for all 
s i-~ X, and it is sufficient, therefore, to show this for all x E A (since U(X) r: 0 
on the complement of A- implies (MU) 0 on that set). The set of all /‘E L, 
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with domain restricted to A, is a Riesz space L’ of real continuous functions 
on A with the characteristic function xa of A as one of its members (note that 
A is one of the A, , so xn is the restriction of the corresponding e,,). The space 
L’ is a ring with respect to pointwise multiplication. The function /j(s) is on 
A -: A, the restriction of the corresponding /J,(X), so l?f~ L’ for all f E f.‘. 
This shows that multiplication by I’(S) gives rise to an orthomorphism in L’. 
The “restriction” to I.’ of the given ortliomorpliism 7~ is an ort1ion~orphism 
7’ in L’, given by 
“‘(.fXn 1 (Tf.1 . x,.1 1 for all 1‘~: L. 
The mapping Z’ is well defined on L’ becausc,f~, ,sx., implies that +and 
rg coincide on A (by (ii)). Note that ~‘11 7rz~ on A for the given function 
II E L-i-, and note also that ~T’(x,.,) = p x.1 . so r’ coincides with “multipli- 
cation by p” on the subset of L’ consistin g of x,<, alone. This subset is order 
dense in L’, so r’ coincides with multiplication by 17 on L’: in particular 
~T’U m= 17 . ZI on A. It follows that (VU)(X) mm: p(x) U(X) for all XC: A. As 
observed above the same holds now for all .I’ E ,I’. This is true now for every 
u E I,-+, so it is an immediate consequence that (+)(.Y) ,v(.v) .f(.r) holds 
on X for every f E L. 
4. SPACXS WITH ONLY TRIVIAL ORTHOMORPHISMS 
As observed in the introduction, every orthomorphism 7~ in the Riesz 
space L that is defined by ~1’ m= affor some real constant (I is called a trivial 
orthomorphism. We prove that there exist Archimedean Riesz spaces 
possessing only trivial orthomorphisms. 
THEOREM 6. Let L be tire Riesz space of’ all real contim~ous fhctions ,f‘ 
on [a, b] SIIC~I thatf is piecewise linear (i.e., the graph 9f.f’ consists of a jiwite 
number of he segments). Then L has o~rl~, iriuid orthonlor~~hisnls. 
Proqf: L is a Riesz subspace of C([a, b]). We show that every ortho- 
morphism in I, can be extended to an orthomorphism in C([a, 01). Note first 
that if.fE C( [a, b]) and E > 0 are given, there exists, t F L such that s $1 ,f ; t 
and t(x) -~~ s(x) < t for all x E [a, b]. Indeed, consider a partition of [a, b] 
such that the oscillation of ,f on each subinterval [xi-r , x,] is at most ~13, 
then letf* be the continuous function such thatf*(.xi) : f(.ui) at all points xi 
and such that f * is linear on each [.Y,~ , , xi], and finally let s -.f* - c/3 
and t 2: f* -+- t/3. Now let E, J, 0 and denote the corresponding s and t by s, 
and t, . We may assume that s, 1‘ and t,L J (otherwise. replace s,, by 
SUP(S, ,..., &J). 
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Let e(x) = 1 for all x E [a, b] and let r be a positive orthomorphism in L. 
The function e is a member of L, so 7~e makes sense. Let (ne)(x) = p(x) on 
[a, b], so 0 < p E L. It follows from 0 :Z: s,,(x) - s,,(x) < e, for 112 ‘2 12 that 
so the sequence (5~s~: 12 = 1, 2,...) of continuous functions converges 
uniformly on [a, b]. The limit function g(x) is therefore continuous. Evidently 
g does not depend on the particular approximating sequence (s,: IZ = 1, 2,...). 
Indeed, it is easy to see that 
,g = sup(ns: s EL, s ;<f). 
Set s := ?f. This can be done for everyfg C([a, b]). It is evident that x is 
a positive orthomorphism in C([a, b]). Hence, by one of our earlier results, 
(+)(x) = p(x) .f(x) holds for every f E C([a, b]); in particular this holds 
for every f E L. It follows now from p = 7~e E L that p is a piecewise linear 
function. The product p .J’must likewise be piecewise linear for every f E L. 
Also, p must be continuous. This is possible only if p is a nonnegative 
constant. Hence, VT is trivial. 
If the natural number 11 is fixed and L is the Riesz space of all real 
continuous functions f on [a, b] such that f is piecewise a polynomial of 
degree at most 12, then again L has only trivial orthomorphisms. On the 
other hand, if L is the space of all real continuous functions f such that ,fis 
piecewise a polynomial (without restrictions on the degree), then L is an 
Archimedean f-algebra, and so (by Theorem 3) every orthomorphism is a 
pointwise multiplication by a function of L. 
5. ORTHOMORPHISMS IN L’J AND IN BANACH FUNCTION SPACES 
For the determination of all orthomorphisms in an Lg space we need a few 
more facts about orthomorphisms in an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space L. 
The collection Orth(L) of all orthomorphisms in L is obviously a real vector 
space, partially ordered by defining that 7rI ‘:‘= nZ holds whenever nl - n3 
is a positive orthomorphism. It can be proved now that Orth(L) is a Riesz 
space; given rTT1 and n3 in Orth(L), the greatest lower bound rI A z-~ in 
Orth(L) exists and satisfies 
(rl * ~3(f) = inf(x,(f>, ~kf)> for all f E Lf. 
Denoting by I the identity transformation in L, it follows in particular that, 
for any positive orthomorphism n and any natural number n, the ortho- 
morphism z-~ = rr A nl exists and r, satisfies 
nnf== (7-r A 4(f) = Wdf>,$> for all f E L+. (1) 
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Now, let u, v EL+ be such that ZI is a member of the band generated by c. 
It is well-known that in this case inf(u, MU) t u as IZ + ~3. In other words, 
ZI is the supremum of the sequence (inf(l/, /?c’): n r- 1, 2,...). We apply this 
to the situation in formula (1). Here the element r(,f) is in the band generated 
by,f, and hence we have 
In the case that L is the space L” (0 c L/ -’ Kb) on a measure space of n-finite 
measure, the supremum in L” of a sequence is just the pointwise supremum 
(p-almost everywhere). 
THEOREM 7. Let t.~ he a (totally) o-jinite measure in the point set X, let 
0 < q < m and let L he the Riesz space LQ == L’i( X, p). Then, given the 
orthomorphism r in L =z L”, there exists a real fknction p(x) E L” such that 
(of) = p(x) -f(x) holds on Xjbr ecery ,f~ L*. Comersely, every p E L r 
gives thus rise to an orthomorphism n in L’I. 
ProqjY We assume first that p(X) is finite. In this case the unit function e, 
satisfying e(x) =z 1 for all x E X, is an element of L”. Note that Theorem 3 is 
not applicable, because in general Lq is not an algebra. We proceed, therefore, 
somewhat differently. 
Given the positive orthomorphism n in L’l, let ;TC == p. Then 0 -I’ p(x) E LO. 
For u =- 1. 2...., let 57, = r A nl, and let P~~(.Y;) m= min(p(x), n) for all x E X. 
Since pn .,/‘c L” for everyfE Lq, it is evident that the mapping rrrL’, defined by 
(nJ)(x) == p,(x) ‘f(-y). for all ,f’(- L”. 
is a positive orthomorphism in LT. Observe now that 
so rr,L and rr,’ coincide on the order dense set (e{ and hence rn .-:= 7~,,‘. 
In other words, we have 
Now assume that 0 .<I& E Lg. As observed in formula (2), we have 
0 < n,,fo t nfo as n -F cc in the space L4, which means (as also observed 
already) that the function T& is the pointwise supremum of the sequence of 
functions (n,,&: II = 1, 2 ,... ). Also, 
0 G P,(X) .fb(X) TP(X) .h(x) 
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holds pointwise on X. It follows that (z$J(x) = P(X) .,f,(x). Hence 
(of) -2 P,(X) ..fb% for all ,f’~ Lg. 
It remains to prove that p(x) t L”. For this purpose, let g(x) be an arbitrary 
(real) p-summable function on X. Then 1 g 11/4 E Lg, so p g lliq E f.” by 
the result just established. Hence, if g is summable, then I)” g is summable. 
it is wellknown that in a measure space of a-finite measure this is possible 
only if pV E f.‘, i.e., if p t I!?. 
The extension to the case that X is the union of a countable number of 
sets of finite measure is evident, and so is the extension to the case that rr 
is an arbitrary (not necessarily positive) orthomorphism. 
Finally, let X be as above and let L be a Banach function space L,, (i.e., a 
linear subspace of the space of all real p-measurable functions on X, normed 
and norm complete with respect to the Riesz norm p). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that X is saturated, i.e., X is a countable union of 
sets X,. (k 1, 2,...) such that for each k the characteristic function of X, 
is an element of L,, . Also, since L, is Banach, the Riesz-Fischer inequality 
holds, i.e., p(Cyfn) -1 Cp p(,f;,) if 0 :z f?, E L,, and if the right-hand side 
converges. 
THEOREM 8. [f L is rhe Banachfinction space L, and rr is an orthonlorphism 
in L == L,, then there exists a real ,$tncfiotz p(x) E L” mch that (nf)(x) --_ 
p(x) . f(x) ,for all ,f’E L, . Conversely, ecer)) p E L” giz>es thus rise to an 
orthottiorphistn rr in L,, . 
ProoJ Let 7~ be a positive orthomorphism in L,, . The proof that there 
exists a function p(x) 1; 0 such that (~-f)(x) = p(x) .f(x) holds for all,ft L, 
is exactly as in the L” case. It remains to prove that p(x) is bounded. This 
can be done by means of a variant of the method used by G. G. Lorentz 
and D. G. Wertheim [5] to show that ,f is an element in the associate space 
L,,’ of L, if and only iffg is summable for every g E L, . Assume that p(x) is 
not bounded. Then there exists for every tz = 1, 2,... a set E, of finite positive 
measure such that p(x) > n3 for all x E: E, . Let 0 c<fr(x) E L, be such that 
fn vanishes outside E, and llfn I/ = p(JJ = 1. The existence of a functionf, 
of this kind follows from the hypothesis that Xis saturated. Then /) sf, 1~ . ylD 
for all n. Now, let f(x) = x; np2f,(x) for all x E X. By the Riesz-Fischer 
inequality we have 
so J’EL,, which implies n-f E L, . On the other hand it follows from 
.f : n+f, 3 0, that n;f :a n-%-f71 > 0, so !/ nf[i > n-2 jl ~fn /I > II, for all II. 
This is impossible. Hence, p(x) is bounded. 
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